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Reproducible Program Library—End-User License Agreement
IMPORTANT! PLEASE READ!
The following terms and conditions are a legal agreement between Organization Design & Development, Inc. DBA HRDQ
(“HRDQ”) and You, Your organization, its subsidiaries, affiliates, and legal partners (“You”) regarding the Reproducible
Program Library (“RPL”).
You may use the RPL only in accordance with the terms of this agreement as set forth below.
1. License Grant. HRDQ hereby grants You a non-exclusive and non-transferable license to download, reproduce,
customize, and otherwise make use of the RPL within the terms of this agreement.
2. Proprietary Rights. The RPL is the sole and exclusive property of HRDQ and/or its authors including all right, title,
and interest in and to the RPL. Except for the limited rights given to You herein, all rights are reserved by HRDQ.
3. Term. This Agreement is effective upon acceptance, and will remain in effect in accordance with the term of the
license purchased. The specific term of this Agreement is defined on the sale invoice provided You at the time of
purchase and available thereafter from HRDQ.
4. Authorized Use of Library. For the term of this license, You may:
(a) Store the RPL on a computer,
(b) Amend, edit, and change the RPL provided that all original copyright notices, and trade and service marks,
remain intact and appear on this agreement and amended versions and reproductions thereof,
(c) Print and distribute paper copies of the RPL for educational or training activities, whether with direct
employees, students, agents, or clients, and,
(d)

Resell the RPL, in whole or in part, provided You have a current reseller agreement with HRDQ.

You may not:
(a) Translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works based on the RPL,
(b)

Include the RPL, in whole or in part, in any publication, product or service offered for sale,

(c)

Lease or loan the RPL,

(d)

Copy or upload the RPL onto any bulletin board service or public Internet site, or,

(e)

Sublicense or reassign this license.

5. Termination. Failure to perform in the manner required in this agreement shall cause this license to automatically
terminate and HRDQ may exercise any rights it may have. Upon natural expiry of the term, unless renewed by You
with HRDQ, access to the download site will be denied and all passwords rendered inactive. Upon termination, for
whatever reason, You must destroy all original and amended versions of the RPL, in any and every format, and certify
as such, in writing, to HRDQ upon request. All provisions of this license with regard to the protection of the proprietary
rights of HRDQ shall continue in force after termination.
6. Warranty. The RPL is provided “as is.” HRDQ warrants that the RPL does not violate any copyrights, trademarks,
trade secrets, or patents of any third parties. HRDQ disclaims all other warranties, expressed or implied, regarding its
accuracy or reliability, and assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. To the extent permissible by law, HRDQ
accepts no liability for any injuries or damages caused by acting upon or using the content contained in the RPL. If any
part of the RPL is defective in workmanship or materials, HRDQ’s sole and exclusive liability, and sole and exclusive
remedy for You, shall be replacement of the defective material. HRDQ’s warranty shall survive the termination of this
agreement. Some states do not allow exclusions or limitations of implied warranties or liability in certain cases, so the
above exclusions and limitations may not apply to You.
7. Permissions. Any other use of the RPL not defined in this agreement is subject to the written approval of HRDQ.
HRDQ, 2002 Renaissance Blvd. #100, King of Prussia, PA 19406, 610.279.2002, www.hrdq.com
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Instructional Design and Learning
Philosophy
We are committed to providing the best core skills content possible for
Instructor-Led Training (ILT). The following principles are applied in the
development of programs:
Sound Instructional Design
All course content is developed using a variety of research techniques. These include:


Brainstorming sessions with target audience



Library research



Online research



Customer research (focus groups, surveys, etc.)



Subject Matter Experts (SME)



Interviews with trainers

Expert instructional designers create imaginative and innovative solutions for your training
needs through the development of powerful instructional elements. These include:


Learning objectives — effective tools for managing, monitoring and
evaluating training



Meaningfulness — connects the topic to the students’ past, present and future



Appropriate organization of essential ideas — helps students focus on what they
need to know in order to learn



Modeling techniques — demonstrate to students how to act and solve problems



Active application — the cornerstone to learning — helps students immediately
apply what they have learned to a real-life situation



Consistency — creates consistent instructions and design to help students learn
and retain new information



Accelerated learning techniques — create interactive, hands-on involvement to
accommodate different learning styles

Application of Adult Learning Styles
Adults learn best by incorporating their personal experiences with training and by applying
what they learn to real-life situations. Our experienced instructional designers incorporate a
variety of accelerated learning techniques, role-plays, simulations, discussions and lectures
within each course. This ensures that the learning will appeal to all learning styles and will be
retained.
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Introduction

Course timing
Chapter 1: Defining communication
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

Different levels of meaning

35

Encoding, decoding and sending

35

Chapter 2: Personality assessment
Type of Activity

Reading

Segment

Time

Personality assessment

20
Written
Exercise

Characteristics of each preference

20

Application of personality preferences

20
Facilitate

Chapter 3: Communication styles
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

Modalities

25

Communication preferences

15

Personal communication

10

Group
Activity
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Course timing (cont.)
Chapter 4: Communication filters
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

Defining filters

10

Age

40

Race and ethnicity

20

Culture

20

Gender

55

Segment

Time

The dialogue

20

Assumptions

35

Values

20

Undiscussable topics

30

Reading

Written
Exercise

Facilitate

Chapter 5: Internal dialogue
Type of Activity

Group
Activity
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Course timing (cont.)
Chapter 6: Positional authority
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

Organizational constructs

25

Communication framework

10

Positional power

10

Credibility

30

Segment

Time

Reading

Written
Exercise

Chapter 7: Building rapport
Type of Activity

Facilitate
The ways humans connect

5

Active listening

20

Paraphrasing statements

20

Encouragement

20

Nonverbal and subtext messages

15

Group
Activity
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Course timing (cont.)
Chapter 8: Avoiding unnecessary conflict
Type of Activity
Reading

Written
Exercise

Segment

Time

Misunderstandings and disagreements

10

Sources of conflict

20

Methods for handling conflict

30

Methods for preventing conflict

20

Mitigating threatening language and ideas

15

Facilitate

Group
Activity

Chapter 9: Conflict communication styles
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

Defensiveness and provocation in
communication

15

Using humor and quick comments

15

Being assertive, not aggressive

20

Making feelings explicit in communication

20
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Course timing (cont.)
Chapter 10: The message
Type of Activity

Segment

Time

Creating messages

30
Reading

Quick quality message creation

15

Common e-mail symbols

5

Personal communication preferences

35

Chapter 11: Personal communication action plan
Type of Activity

Facilitate

Segment

Time

Notes

N/A

Action plan

Written
Exercise

30-60

Group
Activity
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Introduction

Course objectives
Successful completion of this course will enable
you to:

Course objectives

y Establish a working definition of communication
y Review communication models and their key

elements
y Apply personality assessments to develop effective

communication skills

Successful completion of this course will increase your knowledge and
ability to:

y Investigate different styles for communicating and

aspects each employs
y Establish how tolerance for disagreement affects
effective communication
© 2008 HRDQ

Course Objectives (cont.)
y Devise strategies to avoid unnecessary conflict

Establish a working definition of communication
Review communication models and their key elements
Apply personality assessments to develop effective communication
skills
Investigate different styles for communicating and aspects each
employs
Establish how tolerance for disagreement affects effective
communication
Devise strategies to avoid unnecessary conflict
Identify common communication filters and their potential impact
Analyze how authority shapes communication
Adopt tools for effective communication
Develop a personal communication action plan

y Identify common communication filters and their

potential impact
y Analyze how authority shapes communication
y Adopt tools for effective communication
y Develop a personal communication action plan

© 2008 HRDQ
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Defining Communication

ChapterOne

DEFINING COMMUNICATION
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Different levels of communication
Different levels of meaning
y If I speak and you don't understand, is it
communication?
y My definition of communication is:
y What are the main components of communication?

© 2008 HRDQ

It is not unusual to hear people in companies say, “We have a
communication problem here.” This program will provide methods and
information to analyze and improve your own communication and help you
help others. We communicate in many ways: with our words, tone, eyes,
and bodies to name a few. These are levels of communication called
subtext.
If I speak and you do not understand, is it communication?

Begin a general discussion about
why people are here, what they
expect and successes and
challenges of communication for
them. Ask them to write their
thoughts and then discuss the
questions on this page.

My definition of communication is:

What are the main components of communication?
Definition of communication:
Shared understanding or meeting
of meanings.

The main components of
communication are: Speaker,
receiver, filter, message,
feedback, and background noise.
Ask the group to share as
appropriate. Typical answers
include: To link, form,
communicate, socialize, hold
thoughts in common, generate
social exchange, sustain life,
develop relationships, facilitate
tasks, jobs, families, and
knowledge.

What is the purpose of communication?

16
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Defining Communication

Exercise
Instructions: Mark the appropriate square to designate how often you use
communication for the following purposes. I use communication to:

Defining communication
I use communication to:
1

Times per Week
2
3
More

Understand someone better
Work out an idea
Establish rapport with another
Establish status with another
Demonstrate competence
Be silent with someone
Give information to someone
Tell someone what to do
Let people know how their work affects
mine
Let people know how much I appreciate
them
Ask someone to do something

© 2008 HRDQ

Times per week
1
Understand
someone better
Work out an
idea
Establish
rapport with
another
Establish status
with another
Demonstrate
competence
Be silent with
someone

2

3

More

Depending on the time
allowance, assign this
as an individual or a
group project.
Discussion length will
vary. For a three-day
course, allow more
time, and use this
exercise as a group
diagnostic to focus on
program emphasis.
Participants can read,
complete or discuss as
appropriate. Instructor
should collect “issues”
to address, if not done
throughout the class.
1 ½ hours have been
budgeted for day
three, but time could
be used throughout
course as needed.

Give
information to
someone
Tell someone
what to do
Let people
know how their
work affects
mine
Let people
know how
much I
appreciate
them
Ask someone
to do something
17
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Depending on the time
allowance, assign this as an
individual or a group
project. Discussion length
will vary. For a three-day
course, allow more time and
use this exercise as a group
diagnostic to focus on
program emphasis.
Participants can read,
complete or discuss as
appropriate. Instructor
should collect “issues” to
address, if not done
throughout the class. 1 ½
hours have been budgeted
for day three, but time could
be used throughout as
needed.

The following information will be used in your communication plan, which
you will develop during the last segment.
My peers (team) would say I frequently use communication to:

My supervisor/leader/manager would say I frequently use communication
to:

My partner would say I frequently use communication to:

18
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Encoding, decoding and sending
Communication is comprised of three simple steps. Someone puts a
message together (encoding), sends it out (sending), and a listener
receives it (decoding). As with much of technology, a lot can go awry.
Exercise
Instructions: In a small group, draw a communication model by
developing a flow chart. Include the following components:
Sender
The message
The receiver
Internal and external filters (what are the hindrances to
understanding another person?)
Background interference
Write each filter item (be specific) on a sticky note, and build the
communication model on a flip chart. If other participants list the same or
similar elements, place them together. What part of our model represents
encoding (putting the message together), and what part represents
decoding (understanding it)? An example is at the end of this chapter.
“Most of the time we don’t communicate, we just take turns talking.”
Anonymous
Communication is accomplished on different levels, sometimes called text
and subtext. The obvious meaning of the words makes up the text: “Step
in here.” The subtext is the underlying part of the message that makes
you wonder if you’re in trouble, going to receive a reward, or should hide.
What are examples of text and subtext you either use or have heard?
Text:
Subtext:

Defining communication
Communication is comprised of three simple steps:
1. Puts a message together (encoding)
2. Sends it out (sending)
3. A listener receives it (decoding)

© 2008 HRDQ

Leave the notes on the wall
,and reference them throughout
the workshop. Coach
participation to expand the
numbers and the types of
filters. Participants will see that
sender is the principal encoder
and receiver is the principal
decoder. Model how in any
face-to-face communication this
encoding and decoding process
cycles through thousands of
times in a few seconds when
facial expressions, dress,
gestures, smells, vocal
characteristics, verbiage and
context are considered. This
model is depicted a couple of
pages following. Honor the
unique contributions of all of the
groups, but stretch them to form
a thoughtful model.
Use some examples such as:
“what have you done all day?”
That can be said with many
different tones and meanings.
The text is information similar to
the thinking aspect of a message.
Frequently, the subtext is
supplied by nonverbal
communication. Feelings or
emotional content is usually
communicated in the subtext.
Threats, appreciation, joking,
patience and eagerness may all
be communicated through nonverbal subtext. Sometimes the
subtext of a statement is misread
because of the listener’s
underlying assumptions about the
speaker or the message.

19
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Defining communication
Communication is accomplished on different levels:
y The obvious meaning of the words makes up the
text.
y The subtext is the underlying part of the message
that makes you wonder if you’re in trouble, going to
get a reward, or should hide.

Communication is multidimensional; it has levels as well as range. The
range goes from information through understanding to acceptance or
rejection.
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Define “understanding” as
accurately encoded and decoded
to reflect the intention and the
content of an idea (or similar
definition).
Answer: Watch the listener’s
behavior, then ask the listener to
summarize the message.
Subtext
y Where feelings or emotional content is usually
communicated.
y Can communicate threats, appreciation, joking,
patience and eagerness.
y May be misread because of listener's underlying
assumptions about the speaker or the message.
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Defining communication
Text

Acceptance

Information

According to the most recent research on how the brain works, braindamaged individuals who still test high on IQ assessments are unable to
make good decisions and work well with others because the feeling
functions of the brain have been damaged. Even for “logical” decisions,
both thinking and feeling functions must be utilized [Damasio].

Understanding

Subtext

Rejection

Write two ways to determine if your message has been understood:

© 2008 HRDQ

List two ways to determine if you understand another’s message.

Something I want to remember about the communication flow chart is:

20
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Defining Communication

Sample Communication Model
Encode Message
Ethnicity/Race
Culture

Age

Sample Communication Model

Gender

Internal Dialogue, Assumptions, Values, Beliefs
Position in Organization, Authority, Knowledge, Power
© 2008 HRDQ

Rapport, Active Listening, Encouragement
Personality Preference
Communication Modality, Style

Message Delivery
What I know about you
Clear

Organized

Of Interest to You

Specific

Technology
E-mail

Phone

In person

Letter

Decode Message
Definitions
Age

Ethnicity/Race

Culture

Gender

Internal Dialogue, Assumptions, Values, Beliefs
Position in Organization, Authority, Knowledge, Power
Rapport, Active Listening, Encouragement
Personality Preference
Probing Questions
Credibility of Speaker
Premature Evaluation
Conflict, Disagreement, Misunderstanding
Understanding
21

